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‘Reflection Finding the Element During Covid 19 ’
I want to say a few words about how students find
their true talents and passions, and the difference it
makes to their lives if they find what they love to do?
When we see students enjoying what they are doing,
we say they are in their element.
So I wish to say a few words about what it is and why
it matters and what we can do about it if students
have not found their element. We all meet students
who feel they do not have any real talents to speak
of, and they don't enjoy the programme they undertake. So I want to focus on are the students that feel
disengaged from what they are doing and do not feel
confident in their own lives many of these students
end up in jobs that they do not like.
I believe that the essence of what we do in the School
is to facilitate these students and graduates to find
their element in life. We do this through our
knowledge and understanding of what education is. I
believe education is about the person; it is the facilitation that allows our graduates to find their element. It is about nurturing a student's passion for
what they do, for what they can do and what they
ought to do to find their element. Education is about
delivering an experience that is diversified, dynamic,
and distinct.
Diversification: in our programmes, modules, research opportunities are essential and reinventing
ourselves to ensure we deliver an education that allows graduates to find their element is imperative.

Dr. Frank Cullen, Head of School.

A dynamic education – provides an engaging experience through connectivity with industry that spans
across all food and drink sectors. Education should be
distinctive to facilitate the development of employable graduates that have transferable skills and are
adaptable to many career pathways so that they too
can find their element in life. An education that is diversified, dynamic and distinct is the academic rallying points to promote creativity and innovation and is
the fundamental underpinning of our educational delivery in the School.
Covid 19 has forced the delivery of education to innovate in ways that we would not have contemplated
nine months ago. The innovation of our educational
delivery is hard because it means doing some things
that do not fit comfortably with our understanding of
University life. Covid 19 transformed our lives, the
things we love to do; it impacted our element.
But it has not affected our desire and commitment to
enhance the students' experiences and research activities, or the support we have towards each other by
doing the simple things to stay safe. Well done to all
staff and students in TU Dublin.
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Colleagues, Friends and Supporters
It is with great sadness that our school remembers current colleagues and cherished supporters who
passed away recently, including our retired colleagues. Our school extends our deepest sympathy to our
former school colleague Christina Brunton (known as Chrissie) who passed away on June 29th 2020, Chrissie was an attendant in the Culinary Arts kitchens in Cathal Brugha Street for many years, working alongside students and staff until her retirement in 2000.
Our school also extends our deepest sympathy to the family and friends of Michael Gamble (DT417 Graduate / Celbridge, Kildare - photos below left side) who passed away on August 9th 2020, Michael had

worked with the Nola Clan Pub Group and was based at No 37 Bar, Dawson St, Dublin. A fine young man
respected by everyone. Ar dheis Dé go raibh a h-anam dílis”.

In Appreciation ‘Tomás Clancy’

(Source: John Wilson, the Irish Times)

The Irish hospitality trade was saddened to learn that Business Post wine and spirit correspondent
Tomás Clancy (photo above right side) has died recently , following an illness. Tomas was a firm supporter of our school , he was a born raconteur who wore his encyclopaedic knowledge lightly. He could

effortlessly switch from discussing law (having been called to the bar), to rock music (having once been
rock correspondent for In Dublin magazine), to the Galway Gaeltacht (where his family came from), to
any other subject that took his interest. He entertained readers of the Business Post with his stories for
many years. Listeners to Movies & Booze on Newstalk will remember his wine talks too. John Wilson
remember him once introducing a very modest wine by discussing the flora and fauna on German autobahns, earthquakes in Chile, impressionist art and hip hop, before eventually turning to the wine itself.
He had a passion for wine and understood it is all about the story, the history, the culture, the food, as
well as what is in the glass. Tomas will be sorely missed in the wine and spirits trade, always arriving
fashionably late to tastings, clad in his trademark black polo neck sweater and jacket, and watching him
charm the entire room with his wit and knowledge. Most of all we will miss his gentle kindness and his
wonderful company. He was first and foremost a family man, devoted to his two sons, Tomás junior and
James, his wife Claire, his father Professor Luke Clancy, late mother and two brothers, Luke and Neil.
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Ar dheis Dé go raibh a h-anam dílis”.

Colleagues, Friends and Supporters
School Welcomes New Colleagues
The School of Culinary of Arts and Food Technology welcomes our new colleagues who joined our
school recently we wish them well in their new roles within our school and TU Dublin. As follows; Sean
Clarke (left side) and David Graham (right side) our school’s new Laboratory Assistant colleagues and
to Niall Murphy and Trevor Donegan (photos and bio’s below) and Mary Jensen our new academic
colleagues.

Trevor Donegan (photo right) : Trevor is the Executive Chef at
Center Parcs Longford Forest. He completed his Master’s in Culinary Innovation & Food Product Development at DIT Cathal Brugha
Street in 2018. He brings over 30 years’ experience as a Professional Chef to our school, having worked in kitchens around Ireland,
Austria, the Netherlands and Australia. Trevor has a keen interest
in a variety of different cuisines and cooking techniques.

Niall Murphy (photo left): Niall worked for 27 years in the motor industry before he retrained to become a Chef. His training took
him to Leuven in Belgium before returning to Ireland to complete a
degree in Culinary Arts and Food Science. He completed a MSc in
Food Innovation and New Product Development and is currently completing a second Masters in Educational Practice. He published his
first cookery book in 2018.
Niall joins our school from KWETB where he delivered the National
Commis Chef Apprenticeship Programme.
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School Assisting ‘Virtual Employer Event ‘
The TU Dublin City - Career Development Centre assisted by the School of Culinary Arts and Food
Technology plus our colleagues in the School of Hospitality Management & Tourism will organise a
‘Virtual Employer Event to be held over 3 days Tuesday 12th to Thursday 12th November 2020. All
TU Dublin staff and students are urged to get involved in this unique event, the broad outline for the
event is as follows:


9 dedicated employer webinars to run consecutively per day containing 27 exhibitors in total



Each webinar 30 minutes in duration - 20 minute presentations followed by a 10 minute Q & A



Morning, lunchtime and afternoon break-time webinars for students including: Creating a Winning CV, Ace that
Virtual Interview and Rock Your Network with LinkedIn



Students asked to submit CVs at least 48 hours in advance of event for timely feedback



Interviews conducted with students on the day (or whenever they wish to schedule them) via their own platform
and comprised of those that have submitted CVs in advance and any that register interest on the day (subject to
availability/short-listing).

TU Dublin are conscious that many businesses who would like to get involved are operating in challenging times. As such there is no fixed charge for this year's event but, it is proposed if some companies are in a position to offer some financial support , TU Dublin have nominated the TU Dublin
Student Assistance Fund as their charity partner for the event. The fund helps students that are in
very difficult financial circumstances to continue their studies when they do not have the means to
do so. So what do you need to do? Register to participate using the Eventbrite and once registered
you will be allocated a 30 minute slot. Set up your webinar link for the day using whatever web
platform works best for you. Complete and return the attached file which asks for: The webinar link
you've created for your allocated time for inclusion in our event brochure for all students. An indication as to whether you are interested in: a) Students or Graduates for roles currently available, b)
Graduates emerging May 2021 and/or c) Placement/Internship students or d) Unsure as yet but
would like to participate in some way by either making a presentation or contributing to our breaktime webinars.
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Addressing racism and inequality - TU Dublin
In a letter to colleagues and students of TU Dublin Professor David Fitzpatrick wrote; The issue of racism has come into clear focus as a result of recent events in the United States recently but of course
it is something that is experienced across the world, including our own troubled history of sectarianism. As a University, we want to express our solidarity with everyone affected by racism, exclusion
and discrimination. In particular, we need to recognise how dramatically racism can impact those
within the TU Dublin community. The TU Dublin Students’ Union yesterday called for a zero tolerance
approach to all discrimination and the University as a whole condemns structural racism and discrimination in the strongest terms. I wish to stress that it is up to all of us across the TU Dublin community
to further educate ourselves on structural racism. We must all take responsibility for raising our own
awareness and for ensuring that prejudice and inequality have no place in our University or in the
Higher Education sector in Ireland. Our goal is to embed equality and inclusion into all aspects of our
scholarship and teaching, ensuring that they become integral to all programmes and research, and
to all interactions in TU Dublin. In educating ourselves and others, the following links may be helpful
and of interest:


Robin DiAngelo (Academic): 'We have to stop thinking about racism as someone who says the
N-word' . Robin DiAngelo – Being nice is not going to end racism



Dr. Ebun Joseph – on Having constructive conversations about race with white people



Angela Saini – introduces Superior



Liam Hogan, Laura McAtackney and Matthew C. Reilly – The Irish in the Anglo-Caribbean: servants or slaves?



Dr. Emma Dabiri – On the complex responses to ‘Where are you from?

In continuing to address these issues, I exhort our university community as a whole to be aware of racism and inequality and to support the call by the Students’ Union for a zero tolerance approach to any
manifestation of unacceptable actions or words that are discriminatory (Professor David Fitzpatrick,
President TU Dublin).
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Research
School Lecturer launches his new book
Our school would like to congratulate our colleague, Mr Jimmy Griffin, who has completed his book: The Art
of Lamination which is available in eBook format and paperback on Amazon. Please see link below:
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Art-Lamination-Technical-Laminated-Production-ebook/dp/B08BXWNB9F
The Art of Lamination : Advanced Technical Laminated Pastry Production 2020. To build a good house, it
must first have a solid foundation! The same principles apply when making laminated pastry products. Jimmy’s book The Art of Lamination is built on a solid knowledge of understanding the recipes, methods, processes and ingredients required to make the finest laminated viennoiserie possible. This book is the culmination of seven years of research, in particular, it was his chosen subject during his masters degree studies.
This book will serve as an essential guide for students, bakers, pastry chefs, home bakers and hobbyists. Jimmy has included detailed process notes for both commercial bakers using mechanical sheeters and home
bakers and students, who want to make laminated pastry at home. He has stripped down the procedures of
laminated pastry production to the very basics, building on that knowledge and adding more advanced levels
throughout the book.

Jimmy Griffin (Lecturer Baking & Pastry Arts, TU Dublin) presents a copy of his new book to James Murphy (Assistant Head of School , Culinary Arts & Food Technology, TU Dublin).

MA Gastronomy and Food Studies Programme goes from Strength to Strength
The second cohort of the MA Gastronomy and Food Studies programme will graduate in November 2020. Having
completed their two-year part-time programme and completed theses on topics ranging from a study of Foodies in
Ireland, Oral Food Histories in Mayo, Local food in Tourism, the legacy of Myrtle Allen, to Commensality and Con-

nection: how shared food experiences connect characters in Phillip Pullman’s novels. The current second year cohort are studying issues of gender, folklore, culinary history, cultural appropriation, and food and beverage tourism
for their dissertations. Dr Mairtin Mac Con Iomaire (Programme Chair) reports that the programme has a full
cohort of twenty-one students in first year of the programme and year on year, the programme is getting more popular and international in the makeup of its student body.
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Research
School Staff Paper Published in the ‘Journal of Ethnic
Our school wish to congratulate Dr Roisin Burke , Pauline Danaher (Lecturers, TU Dublin) and David
Hurley (photo below) for their paper entitled ’Creating bespoke note by note dishes and drinks inspired by traditional foods’ which was published in the recent Journal of Ethnic Foods. Their research focused on the field of molecular gastronomy and note by note and cuisine. Paper abstract:
French physical chemist, Hervé This, first proposed Note by Note (NbN) cooking in 1994. It is an ap-

plication of molecular gastronomy and involves the use of compounds, either pure or in mixtures,
rather than traditional food ingredients to make dishes. A review of international activities, relating
to NbN cooking and cuisine, reveals that it has the potential to contribute to the creation of bespoke
foods and drinks, e.g., by using ingredients which are sustainable and which provide nutritional value. However the ‘food neophobia’ of some consumers needs to be overcome to ensure its success.
In light of these findings, it was decided to explore if and how the factors of food neophobia, sustainability and nourishment influenced students when they were developing their NbN dishes/drinks for
their module assignment in TU Dublin. One hundred and five students at TU Dublin have, since 2013,
completed NbN assignments and their corresponding reports which provide details of the development of their dishes/drinks. Eighty-seven of these were available for analysis. It was found that the
majority of the students (62%) were inspired by traditional foods to create bespoke NbN dishes/
drinks, helping to address the ‘food neophobia’ of some consumers. The development of one of
these dishes and one of these drinks is discussed. This information would be beneficial for others
who will be developing NbN dishes/drinks. This paper is published open access and freely accessible
to all at the following link; https://journalofethnicfoods.biomedcentral.com/articles/10.1186/

s42779-020-00071-3

School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology ‘Newsletter‘ Submissions (Next Issue): Please e-mail submissions for inclusion to: James.p.murphy@tudublin.ie Thank you !!
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Research
156 universities participate in Dublin Gastronomy Symposium 2020
Key Facts: Organised and hosted by the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology, TU Dublin; 50 papers, speakers from 17 countries, 15 online sessions over 5 days ; 756 subscribers ; 156 universities;
31 countries involved. This year, the Dublin Gastronomy Symposium has consolidated its position in
the international food conference universe as a unique, multidisciplinary gathering of academics, tourism practitioners from food production, researchers, scientists, writers, hospitality professionals, and
journalists – in fact, anyone with a interest and enthusiasm for gastronomy, including both food and
beverages. Our symposiasts came from an amazing 156 universities across the globe (not including Ireland), plus from other entities such as the Kerry Group, the FSAI, the US EPA, the Science Museum London, the Centre for Indonesian Food Anthropology, and officials from the Prefectures of São Paulo,
São Roque, and Pernambuco in Brazil. This reflects the multidisciplinary nature of gastronomy, encompassing the arts, humanities, and both the natural and social sciences, in addition to the worlds of
business and public administration.
A fundamental reason for this success are the key features of the Symposium which include the DGS Fellowship Awards, the policy of providing open access to all the material created and delivered at each
biennial Symposium, book launches, a new affiliated journal (European Journal of Food Drink & Society), and a range of social activities which reflect our innate hospitality and provides excellent networking
and learning opportunities for symposiasts. Aside from convivial lunches and dinners, this social aspect
has included a highly popular tour of food and beverage artisans in Dublin’s hinterland, thus providing a
holistic view of Ireland. None of this is possible, of course, without significant support from TU Dublin
and others, such as the French Embassy, Fáilte Ireland, Gallagher’s Boxty House, Chapter One Restaurant, Sheridan’s Cheesemongers and others, which is essential for sustained growth and presence on a
global scale.
After only four iterations, and in the face of considerable challenges thrown up by the Covid-19 pandemic, the Dublin Gastronomy Symposium defied all expectations with its most successful symposium to
date, helped by the chosen theme for 2020 which was Food and Disruption. There were 50 papers delivered in 15 online sessions over five days by speakers from 17 countries, led by keynotes from Professors
in the UK, Ireland, Australia and America, plus an all-female roundtable topical discussion featuring hospitality leaders from Dublin, Meath and Galway.
The growth of interest in the Symposium has been excellent – the first Symposium in 2012 had over 70
attending, and this had doubled by 2018 to 150. This year, 756 people subscribed from 31 countries,
including Trinidad & Tobago, the Philippines, Estonia, Malaysia, Indonesia, Kenya, Canada, Brazil and
Turkey, resulting in an average attendance at each online session through the week of over 100 people.
Interest on social media accounts was intense – on Twitter for example, the DGS account doubled its
followers, had 2,390 profile visits (which drove traffic to the TU Dublin DGS website), and had 134,000
impressions over the five days of the Symposium, with the most popular tweets having 3,500 to 4,000
impressions. Interest for the next Symposium in 2022 is already high with over 600 subscribers wishing to remain on the mailing list for notification of the theme and dates.
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Research
156 universities participate in Dublin Gastronomy Symposium 2020
A key metric for the Symposium is the sustained interest in the papers after each iteration, as
measured by the number of downloads from the DGS page on the TU Dublin website. To date, a
total of 234 papers have been downloaded 68,000 times, since the first DGS in 2012 – this is represented in the map above, which is continuously updated and available on the TU Dublin website
here: https://arrow.tudublin.ie/gasarcsym/ . These figures demonstrate not only the substantial
reputation of the Symposium, which reflects so well on TU Dublin and Ireland, but also in the significant global and transdisciplinary interest in the research area. There is every indication that
the Dublin Gastronomy Symposium now constitutes an important event for significant numbers
of researchers worldwide, and interest for DGS 2022 already exceeds expectations, despite the
uncertainty created by a global pandemic. It is imperative that support for the Symposium is developed further, both within TU Dublin, and through external parties who would see a benefit
with being associated with it. We seek your continued support and active engagement in this regard (Dr. Máirtín Mac Con Iomaire, Chairperson DGS & Senior Lecturer, TU Dublin).
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Research
Meet the Irish craft butcher

(Emma McHenry, TU Dublin)

TU Dublin colleague Emma McHenry (photo below) paper entitled ’Meet the Irish craft butcher’
which was presented at the recent 2020 Dublin Gastronomic Symposium organised by the School of
Culinary Arts and Food Technology addressed craft butchers operating in Ireland, she maintains
that the craft butchers are skilled performers, who use precision in preparing, dressing and displaying
their meats to perfection. They personalise cuts of meat for their customers to the required size and

flavour profile. They are experienced in educating the consumer on different cuts spanning from premium to the less expensive cuts, the latter excellent when cooked a little slower, providing all income
levels with assurance of quality and taste for their families. She adds that the craft butcher can confirm the provenance of the meat, right to which farmer has supplied it. If they own an abattoir, they
can provide the complete farm to fork offering and a short carbon footprint is almost guaranteed. All
of the above adds real value to the customer's food shopping experience. Craft butchers also provide
a sales platform for local artisan producers, often at the beginning of their food journey. These men
and women are champions of their craft, dedicating rare spare time to practise and compete on regional, national and international platforms in particular Les Fins Goustiers in Alencon, France
and IFFA in Germany, the leading international trade show for the meat industry. She argues that
there is a real need to identify potential solutions to safeguard the future of the craft butcher, equally
craft butchers need to adapt to changing times to remain relevant. They need to continually reassure
the consumer of the quality of the meat by educating them on provenance, highlighting their traditional craft methods and showcasing the high level of innovation present throughout the craft butcher body from north to south. Emma’s full paper is available on Arrow (TU Dublin’s digital repository

under the DGS area).

‘The approximate number of butcher shops in Ireland fell from 1,300 in 2003 to 800 in 2019’ (ACBI)
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Research
Congratulations Professor Brian Norton
Our school congratulates our colleague Professor Brian Norton who recently joined the Tyndall
National Institute on part secondment from TU Dublin. Brian has been invited to take up the
role of Head of Energy Research, with specific responsibility for the leadership and strategic development of the International Energy Research Centre (IERC).

This is an exciting opportunity and one that Brian is extremely well placed to undertake. TU Dublin President Professor David Fitzpatrick stated that he was pleased to say that Brian is not leaving TU Dublin, adding that as Professor of Solar Energy Applications, he will continue his work as
Principal Investigator in Energy Management in the SFI funded MaREI Centre, and will work on
other significant externally funded projects, as well as supervision of PhD candidates.
Brian played a pivotal role in the development of DIT and the creation of TU Dublin, and since
then as Principal of the City Centre campus. We are extremely grateful to him for his very signifi-

cant contribution in all of those roles. This appointment is a tribute to his outstanding research
record and reputation and it also reflects honour on TU Dublin. On behalf of the University I
would like to congratulate Brian on this exciting and challenging appointment and I look forward
to continuing to work together (Professor David Fitzpatrick, President TU Dublin).

Professor Brian Norton
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Research
‘A Critical Analysis of Gender Inequality in the Chef Profession in Ireland’
Successful Doctoral Research completed by Mary Farrell (School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology)

The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology congratulates Mary Farrell (photo below) for the successful completion of her PhD research study entitled ‘A critical analysis of gender inequality in the chef
profession in Ireland’.
As an original piece of research, Mary’s dissertation investigated the factors that contribute to gender

inequality in the chef profession in Ireland. The aims of the study sought to establish the extent of gender inequality and the factors that contribute to it in the chef profession in Ireland. The first national
gender inequality survey was designed to collect empirical and qualitative data of the chef profession.
Joan Acker’s (1990) original theory of gendered organisations and Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity were employed to undertake a systematic gender analysis of the data emanating the survey.
This analysis reveals, for the first time, the extent of gender inequality in the roles and work environments that men and women chefs work that emanated from and suggests reasons why this occurs. A

critical gender analysis of the qualitative data revealed the factors that women chefs identify as barriers
to gender equality and those that need to be addressed to advance gender equality. The gender analysis
of both the empirical and qualitative data in this study suggests that Acker’s (1990) theory remains relevant for assessing gender inequality in twenty first century work organizations with caveats.
The findings suggest that education should be considered as a possible site of inequality in addition to
Acker’s (1990) five interconnecting practises and processes of the division of labour, individual identities,
workplace interactions, cultural symbols and images and the organisation logic of gendered organisa-

tions.

Dr Mary Farrell
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Research
‘Recognising the place of food tourism in Ireland: an autoethnographic perspective’

Successful Doctoral Research completed by John Mulcahy (School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology)

The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology congratulates John Mulcahy (photo below) for the successful completion of his PhD research study entitled ‘Recognising the place of food tourism in Ireland: an autoethnographic perspective’ . This research was a unique long-term case study, utilising prior publications,
of the practice and development of Food Tourism in Ireland by a practitioner bureaucrat over ten years.
The prior publications were a series of real-time reflections and reactions as food tourism developed in Ireland during the period 2009-2018. They argue for the importance of food in tourism, by showing that the
proportion of food tourists is relatively small, by establishing that food is a motivator of satisfaction not of
travel, and by demonstrating the importance of policy as a relationship building tool if utilised correctly. The
study shows that the publications were in step with, and ahead of, the wider discourse in the tourism literature. It also shows that the literature on food tourism and tourism policy in Ireland appears to be largely silent, and that John’s publications have populated this gap since 2014.

The methodology employed was autoethnography which facilitated a much broader consideration of the research in the publications by adding context, perspective, insight, and reflection, thus providing new meaning
and understanding of food tourism policy development and implementation from a public administration
perspective. This reconceptualisation of a previously unappreciated space is a key contribution to the advancement of food tourism, not only for academics and researchers as a conceptual and theoretical contribution to assist further research, but also as an aid to other practitioners who are working in the field. John
acknowledged the support, encouragement and advice of his supervisors, Dr Máirtín Mac Con Iomaire and Dr
Eamon Maher of Technological University Dublin, who, since the very beginning, have been the finest mentors one could hope for. In the same vein, I also wish to acknowledge all my colleagues for their roles in this
work, particularly Dr Catherine Maignant, Dr Elaine Mahon, Dr Ziene Mottiar, and Dr Brian J. Murphy.

Dr John D. Mulcahy

Food Tourism in Ireland
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
School’s Shares Expertise, Knowledge and Skills via Social Media Platforms
The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology’s staff have developed and maintain a number of social media platforms which afford
our school the opportunity to share our expertise, knowledge and
skills with the wider world. Join up with us and share with your colleagues and friends. TU Dublin Food Forum @TUDubFoodForum ;
foodnerds #tudublinfood #foodstudies #culinaryarts #Dublin
Our school wishes to thank Anke Klitzing, Diarmuid Cawley and colleagues for your hard work behind the scenes on TU Dublin Food
Forum.

Former Student Offers ‘Sourdough Sessions’ with the Bretzel Bakery
Former student Jenny Kettle kindly offered all our students and staff the opportunity to take part
in their wonderful live stream Sourdough sessions in September. An Seisiún Sourdough took place
via Zoom and it certainly demonstrated for everyone involved the value of this particular educational experience for any students interested in learning more about the craft of the sourdough bread
making process also for anyone who was interested the Bretzel Bakery shop which is based in Portobello, Dublin. The shop kindly donated free sourdough starters for the month of September and Jenny insured that all participants received an instruction leaflet to assist them during the sourdough
baking session. Participants were able to enjoy this unique socially distant event from the comfort
and safety of your own home or office. Our school wishes to thank Jenny for these kind invitations
and wishes her continued success.
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
Diageo Announce New Plastic-Free Paper-Based Spirits Bottle
Diageo recently announced the creation of what they are calling ‘the
world’s first plastic-free, paper-based spirits bottle’, made entirely from
sustainably-sourced wood. The new sustainable packaging was developed
in partnership with Pilot Lite, and becomes the first product released by the
two company’s new venture – Pulpex Limited. The new Pulpex technology is
described as ‘first-of-its-kind’ and was developed to be 100% plastic free,
made solely from sustainably-sourced pulp to meet food-safe standards, and
to be fully recyclable in standard waste disposal streams. Ewan Andrew,
Chief Sustainability Officer, Diageo PLC, said: “We’re proud to have created
this world first. We are constantly striving to push the boundaries within sustainable packaging and this bottle has the potential to be truly groundbreaking. It feels fitting that we should launch it with Johnnie Walker, a

brand that has often led the way in innovation throughout its 200 years existence.” The new 100% plastic-free bottle which is made from sustainably
sourced wood paper will make its debut wrapped around 700ml of Johnnie
Walker whisky early next year 2021.

Katherine Condon appointed Distiller at Midleton Distillery
Katherine (photo right side) will report to newly appointed Master Dis-

tiller, Kevin O’Gorman, with responsibility for the production process
from brewing to distillation. Tasting all distillates daily, Katherine will
oversee the quality of all new pot and grain distillates produced at Midleton, to ensure the correct balance of flavours are present, before being matured and bottled. Catherine stated that she was honoured to be
appointed as Distiller, adding that this role represents a time-honoured
craft and it has been a privilege to learn about the art and science of
distilling from icons of world whiskey like Brian Nation and Kevin O’Gorman. She also stated that she is incredibly excited about the future of
Irish whiskey and the role she can play in it, our school wishes her well.
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
School welcomes launch of ‘Athena SWAN’ - Diversity & Inclusion
Our school welcomes the recent launch of Athena SWAN which is the national programme for creating and embedding gender equality and inclusivity in Higher Education. It is based on ten key principles https://www.ecu.ac.uk/equality-charters/athena-swan/about-athena-swan/ and drives the cultural and systemic changes needed for everyone to achieve their potential. The scheme is funded by
the Higher Education Authority on behalf of the sector. At present, 13 Irish higher education institutions hold Athena SWAN Bronze awards, along with 31 Departments in a number of these institutions.
In 2018, Dublin Institute of Technology received a Bronze award, which in 2019 was converted to a TU
Dublin Legacy Award. The Governing Body of TU Dublin endorsed the 2018 Gender Action Plan. The
first steps on that journey were taken recently when the University committee tasked with overseeing
the Athena SWAN application – the Athena SWAN Working Group (ASWG) – held its inaugural meeting.
The ASWG has created four subgroups each focused on a specific aspect of the TU Dublin AS Application. The subgroups – policy, data collection, organisational culture and communications are developing workplans for their individual remits. Each is led by a member of the ASWG, and has a membership

comprising of a mix of ASWG members and others with a declared interest in, and/or experience of, the
Athena SWAN process. Together the ASWG and sub- group members comprise a gender–balanced 40+
person Self Assessment Team (SAT). The ASWG and sub-groups are supported by the Equality, Diversity and Inclusion Directorate team, with our Equality Analyst, Dr. Noirin MacNamara having day-today connections with the SAT. Minutes of Athena SWAN working group are available by emailing equality@tudublin.ie and they will also be uploaded to the intranet.
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
School assists ‘TU Dublin Student Support Fund’
The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology was delighted with the
huge response from staff to the TU Dublin Student Support Fund Appeal.
The TU Dublin Foundation had received €18,813 from within the University - and that was before the recent appeal has been extended to graduates, friends and philanthropic supporters. Colleagues are reminded that
if they donated but haven’t received an email from Anne-Marie Corry in
the Foundation, it may be because your donation came through as anonymous. You can contact Anne Marie in confidence by emailing Annemarie.corry@tudublin.ie as she would like to thank you for your engagement and support which will make a real difference to students who may
have particular needs this year. We are reliably informed that the Fund is
still open so there’s still time to contribute and to help us meet (or beat!)
the target, please do so here - www/tudublin.ie/donate. Thank you

again for your support - #WeAreTUDublin!

School Staff Develop Academic Student Supports for Teaching and Learning
Zoom / Microsoft teams: Colleagues have adopted various video Conferencing software to maintain student engagement and towards tutorial advice and instructions to drive student activity towards TU Dublin’s
VLE system.

Training Videos / Video Streaming: School colleagues have developed video resources based on their
subject discipline areas for students and the general public which they share across various platforms (i.e.
Youtube, Google Drive, Arrow-TU Dublin’s digital repository, Instagram etc). Listed below are just a couple of
these amazing videos; https://arrow.tudublin.ie/tfschafvid/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=M3w-yJWPflQ
https://www.instagram.com/iamqueenofcakes/ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CoW2ZUhtEtM

Brightspace: TU Dublin dedicated Virtual learning environment, many colleagues have expanded their traditional classroom activities and support systems by providing (resources, materials, assessments, tutorial
supports etc) within Brightspace for their students, fellow colleagues and external examiners alike.

OneDrive: School colleagues have migrated further and additional resources (documents, photos, videos,
training materials) into this internet based storage platform for students and colleagues alike.
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
School Lecturer driving ‘SVP Meals on Wheels’ work
The changes to our lives and how we work has been turned upside down during the Covid 19 pandemic. Our regular routines have gone totally out the window. I’m missing my students, co-workers and
friends at work. I may not be able to go to TUD physically but we are still in close contact with our students and making sure that they are completing the curriculum to the best of their ability. We have
changed some of the practical work for case studies and on-line learning and tutorials. While out of my
normal routine, I have offered my help as a volunteer at my local St Vincent DePaul (SVP). We prepare
meals on wheels for the elderly and vulnerable in the community. In these trying times it is important
that we focus our energy on doing what we can for all those who need help. Each week the numbers
requiring help from SVP are going up. From the kitchen in SVP in Mornington Co. Meath we can see
how real the struggles are in the community. I’m honoured to be able to give my time and lend my culinary skills to make sure a hot meal gets to those who need it each day. With life throwing us a curve
ball we all have to do our bit. What I have noticed during these past few weeks is the amount of people
who are ready and willing to lend a hand. Fiona Walsh (Owner of The Research Suite) comes in each

day to work alongside me and helps get the meals out the door for delivery, because of the restrictions
we can only have two in the kitchen (so we shout from one end of the kitchen to the other!). We have
been friends for years and normally partner up on research projects for national and international clients. However this has to be one of the best and most rewarding pieces of work that we have done
together as a little team. As life takes a different turn and forces us to innovate and find solutions to
overcome our challenges we see just how resilient we are. We have had to rethink our traditional ways
of working. I believe that there is always a bright side and an opportunity to learn and become creative, but more importantly I believe that we will always try our best to help each other. (George Smith,
Lecturer Culinary Arts, SCAFT, TU Dublin).
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
School welcomes ‘World Food Safety Day 2020’
Food safety is everyone's business, it is with thought in mind that our school welcomed the second
World Food Safety Day (WFSD) which was celebrated on 7 June 2020 to draw attention and to inspire action to help prevent, detect and manage foodborne risks, contributing to food security, human health, economic prosperity, agriculture, market access, tourism and sustainable development.
Following the success of the first celebration in 2019, this year again WFSD reinforces the call to

strengthen commitment to scale up food safety made by the Addis Ababa Conference and the Geneva Forum in 2019 under the umbrella of “The Future of Food Safety”. WHO, in collaboration with
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) is pleased to facilitate Member
States efforts to celebrate the World Food Safety Day. Under the theme “Food safety, everyone’s
business”, the action oriented campaign will promote global food safety awareness and call upon
countries and decision makers, the private sector, civil society, UN organizations and the general
public to take action. Food safety is a shared responsibility between governments, producers and
consumers. Everybody has a role to play from farm to table to ensure the food we consume is safe
and will not cause damages to our health. Through the World Food Safety Day, WHO pursues its
efforts to mainstream food safety in the public agenda and reduce the burden of foodborne diseases
globally.
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
School to engage with Food Matters Careers upcoming event/s
Food Matters Careers is part of the Food Matters portfolio. They are a global community shaping the future of food and nutrition in a time when building a sustainable future for food, health and nutrition
has never been more important. Food Matters Careers are forging long lasting connections between
industry, academia and those seeking opportunities in the sector. In November they are holding two
virtual careers events that would be highly useful for students interested in food, development, sustainability, design and science to attend. Each event is a day-long and consists of different inspiring case
-study led sessions from industry experts, interspersed with virtual 1-2-1 meetings with students and
potential future employers, that can be pre-arranged after registering, before the event day.


24th November: ‘Future Proofing Sustainable New Product Development’: Speakers include those
from: Ulrick & Short, Mars Food, Global Health Food Institute, and many more.



25th November: ‘Empowering Tomorrow’s Sustainable Packaging Designers’: Speakers include
those from: WRAP, Women in Packaging, RAP, Mars, Planet Organic and many more.

Visit Food Matters Careers Student Zone to register for tickets or find out more. €22 + VAT. School of
Culinary Arts & Food Technology Lecturer Sheona Foley who teaches on the ‘Culinary Innovation and
Food Product Development’ programme and her students attended Food Matters Live last year and will
attend it, as well as Food Matters Careers Events, virtually this year.
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Industry, Academic & Civic Engagement
Student Recruitment Activities
School colleagues continue to line up a number of schools to present our ‘Careers in Culinary Arts and
Food Technology studies’ virtual presentations (via Teams to 5th and 6th year students), these recruitment presentations in addition to the use of our school on-line resources (social media platforms,
e-mail drops, offers to schools etc) continue to directly target prospective students and Guidance &
Career Counsellors who had expressed interest in our programmes. We thank Geraldine & Fabiola
(School Office) , Anke, Diarmuid (Food Forum) and Mike O’Connor (Instagram) for their collective

hard work in this area. All colleagues are encouraged at this time to use their influence, their communication mediums, their contact channels to help drive student numbers and interest in our programmes because the period/s ahead will be most challenging. But working together we meet these
challenges. Please ensure that YOU have a full set of our school marketing materials to assist you towards recruitment activities (these are available from James Murphy, Jackie Rigney or scaft.ie and
include (1 pagers e-copies: School programmes, access routes) , school presentation, TU Dublin prospectus 2020.21) and consider offering further ‘Virtual School Presentations’ to schools in your area,
region , everything counts. Our school will engage with the upcoming ‘College Awareness Week’ Nov
22-28th www.collegeaware.ie so let’s promote our events to support this event on social media by
tagging @CollegeAware and using #CAW2020
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Remembered Friends and Colleagues

Celebrating Culinary Excellence (Our School Book—Published by O’Brien Press)

Special hard back copies

available from all major book
stores and our school
office €25
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Remembered Friends and Colleagues

If you would like to highlight and share your treasured school moments and memories in this space, please send
your submissions to james.p.murphy@tudublin.ie . Thank you !!
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Contributions of Success by Students & Staff
Baking & Pastry Lecturer Organizes Industry Masterclass
School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology Baking and Pastry Lecturer James A. Griffin: International Viennoiserie and sourdough consultant, World Silver medalist CDM Chocolatine 2019, organised a
masterclass in Kouign-amann recently for industry colleagues. The Kouign-amann was first invented
in 1860; a speciality pastry of the town of Douarnenez in Finistère, Brittany, France. The delicious
creation is credited to Baker Yves-René Scordia (1828-1878). Kouign-amann is a traditional Breton
cake. The name originates from the Breton language combining the words for cake (kouign) and
butter (amann). Kouign-amann is a round crusty pastry, originally made from bread dough, but made
today using a rich Viennoiserie dough.
The Kouign-amann is a form of laminated brioche with many layers of butter and sugar folded in,
similar in manner to puff pastry although with less laminated layers. Salted butter is used both in the
pastry and also to grease the shapes used to bake the Kouign-amann. The pastry is proofed at a low
temperature 25-26°C to ensure that the salted butter layers do not melt, and it is then slowly baked
until the pastry achieves maximum oven spring and the sugar caramelises. The baked pastry resembles a laminated muffin-shape and is essentially a salted caramelised croissant in a round shape. Kerrygold Irish butter is used in this recipe for its quality and flavour. The pastry is made using copious
amounts of sugar. James has included this iconic laminated pastry in his new book (mentioned earlier
in the newsletter).

Raspberry Rhubarb Kouign-Amann
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Contributions of Success by Students & Staff
School Lecturer consults on ‘Iveagh House’ history
Earlier this year, Dr Elaine Mahon (Lecturer Baking & Pastry Arts, TU Dublin) was invited to consult on
the history of Iveagh House (photos below), the headquarters for the Department of Foreign Affairs
and Trade for the creation of a virtual tour which was launched at the Global Ireland Summit on RTE
on 17th September, and externally to the public on 18th September for Culture Night. The video can be
seen here: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7tpq6TcTF7w The invitation comes as a result of her
doctoral thesis ‘Irish Diplomatic Dining, 1922-1963’ under the supervision of Dr Máirtín Mac Con Io-

maire (TU Dublin) and Dr Michael Kennedy (Royal Irish Academy). Elaine’s has been employed as an
Assistant Lecturer at our School since September 2019.

TU Dublin Food Forum Blog Goes from Strength to Strength
The TU Dublin Food Forum blog https://tudublinfoodforum.wordpress.com/ has entered into its second
year. The blog showcases work of postgraduate and undergraduate students of TU Dublin School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology, including but not limited to creative writing, selected critical essays,
reflections on the student experience and audio visual material (coming soon). A core element of the
blog publications are the creative food writing pieces by the students of the MA Gastronomy and Food
Studies, these writings originated through their coursework in the innovative module Food Writing
and Media, which challenges the students to explore their own imaginative and narrative writing along
with their critical skills of the literature of food. Submissions of creative, critical or reflective pieces by all
students are always welcome. Any suggestions or questions should be addressed to Anke Klitzing anke.klitzing@tudublin.ie.
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Contributions of Success by Students & Staff
School Graduate ’Mark Moriarty’s’ career continues to rise
Mark Moriarty (BA Culinary Arts Graduate) of the School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology
shared with Sunday Independent newspaper readers some of the insights of his success and interests.
He has been listed on the Forbes magazine 30 under 30 for innovation in the arts sector, In 2018 Mark
was also brought into the team at Diageo plc, as their 'Chef in Residence. Here he consults on food
and flavour across their reserve brands, including Johnnie Walker whisky, Tanqueray Gin and Ketel

One Vodka, as well as their internal team training. In September 2019, his debut series ‘Beyond
the Menu’ aired on RTE One, the most watched channel in Ireland. The series saw Mark giving a
unique insight into the restaurant industry in Ireland, through meeting, and hosting pop up restaurants with 6 of the countries best young chefs. In May 2020, his second series ‘Cook In’ began on
the same channel, in response to the Covid-19 pandemic, this series have created a new found
appetite for cookery knowledge amongst the viewers.
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Contributions of Success by Students & Staff
School Lecturers co-host Oxford Food Symposium 2020
Our school congratulates Lecturers Dr Elaine Mahon and Anke Klitzing, along
with recent PhD graduate, Dr John Mulcahy, who supported the Oxford Symposium on Food and Cookery this year as technical co-hosts for their online
events. The globally renowned Symposium, an institution in the field of Food
Studies since the first meeting in 1981 and of which SCAFT’s Dr Máirtín Mac
Con Iomaire is a trustee and board member, was held online for the first time
this summer owing to the Covid pandemic. While this sadly meant missing
the famous Symposium dinners and lunches, it opened the door to a new format of talks and events over three weeks from 10 July to 02 August, after a
packed opening weekend with keynote addresses, paper presentations, chefs’
videos and other materials. The Dublin team, fresh from their experience of
running the Dublin Gastronomy Symposium 2020 online in May with great

success, was invited by the committee of the Oxford Symposium to provide
behind-the-scenes support during the virtual events, which they did gladly.
They were asked to continue their collaboration with the Oxford Symposium
on Food and Cookery with the Symposium’s OFS Kitchen Table, a series of
monthly interactive online events to “change the conversation, expand the table and improve the plate”. The first OFS Kitchen Table will take place on
Tuesday 20 October (7-8.30pm) and will feature Marion Nestle and Scott Barton discussing ‘Food Politics and the Powerless’. More information on the OFS
Kitchen Table can be found at: https://vsymp.oxfordsymposium.org.uk/kitchen

School Congratulates Dr Farrell on recent Publication
Our school congratulates Dr. Kathleen Farrell (Lecturer SCAFT) who’s article titled “Working from home: is technology a help or a hindrance in
achieving work/life harmonization”? was recently published in the following book: Abdelmonem, M.A. and Argandona, A. (Eds) (2020) People, Care

and Work in the Home, Routledge: Taylor and Francis Group, London &
New York, pp. 235-250
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Mental Health Awareness
Positive mental health allows us to realise our full potential, cope with the stresses of life and make
meaningful contributions to our communities however, mental health difficulties can affect any one of
us at any time during our lives. TU Dublin has also taken the pledge to help combat mental health stigma in the workplace and become a See Change Organisation, where every person has an open and
positive attitude towards their own and other's mental health. Along with these resources, TU Dublin
Staff Development team have continued to provide the following relevant sessions to help support
the positive mental health of staff in the university. David Gillick (How to manage mental wellbeing),
Marie Quinn (impact that food and alcohol have on our mental health), Dr Daniel McCartney (Impact of
Vitamin supplementation), Rowena Hennigan (weaving wellness into working from home).

Mindfulness
Due to the feedback from the many who have participated in the on-line Mindfulness sessions during
lockdown, TU Dublin’s Pastoral Care and Chaplaincy Service with their partners and neighbours at The
Sanctuary are again offering free mindfulness sessions on Zoom to all TU Dublin staff and students. Please register for the time/times that best suit your needs. You require a TU Dublin e -mail to

participate. To book your attendance, click on the appropriate link below:
Monday Mindfulness @ 12:00pm / Wednesday Mindfulness @ 8:00am / Wednesday Mindfulness
@ 1:00pm / Thursday Mindfulness @ 5:00pm.
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Fitness
TU Dublin Fitness APP, available on Android and IOS. Through the app you can book courses/classes
and gym workouts. Kevin St gym is also now open Monday- Wednesday 8.30-2.30pm. All workouts
must be pre-booked through the app. TU Dublin Fitness offer Pilates, Ladies who Lift and a beginner
fitness courses starting the week of the 12th October 2020. All delivered online so you can join in
from the comfort of your home. The new class timetable will be available soon so keep your eyes
peeled Online (Social Media) or through the app. Everyone is welcome and they would love to see
you!

Wellbeing, Remote Working and COVID-19
Past webinars are now available to view the TU Dublin Staff Development Website including:



Avoiding Workplace Burnout with Dr Ashley O'Donoghue



Impact of Covid-19 Pandemic on Wellbeing and Mental
Health with Dr Tony Bates



Stress Management with Michael Comyn



Supporting staff through Grief & Bereavement with The Irish
Hospice Foundation & Linda Murray



Impact of Covid-19 on Technology, Family Life and our Resili-

ence with Dr Colman Noctor


Anxiety & Resilience during the Return to the Workplace with
Helen Vaughan
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The Importance of Sleep with Tom Colman

Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Towards Covid 19 planning for our School - ‘Thank you ‘
Guidance Documents
Staff Resources [OneDrive]. The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology welcomed the circulation of a series of guidance documents created by the Irish Government and our school technical support team (Kate Doherty) to assist our school and food businesses towards their Covid 19 planning.
Some of the topics covered to date include; 1. Return to Work Safely Protocols, 2. Covid 19-Sample
Risk Assessments, 3. Covid 19 PPE Safe Mask SOP and Poster, 4. Contact Tracing & monitoring Form. A
series of these documents have been uploaded to OneDrive (sharing folder) for staff. TU Dublin have
also created a Covid 19 resource space which is available at https://www.dit.ie/healthsafety/covid19/

Laboratories, Classrooms and Campus
Our school in association with TU Dublin Estates and our colleagues in the Health and Safety Office
have conducted a major amount of work to prepare our laboratories and classrooms for our students
and staff. This work is on-going and has involved a comprehensive approach towards a new way of
working for our colleagues and student alike. TU Dublin have also assisted our school with the development of policy documents to guide our practices and procedures. A major word of thanks must go
to all our staff (academics, support team, laboratory assistants and the Head of School—Dr Frank Cullen who’s collective work is really helping to keep our school operational and safe, we thank you all !!
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Towards Covid 19 planning for our School - ‘Thank you ‘
Laboratories, Classrooms and Campus
Our school in association with TU Dublin Estates and our colleagues in the Health and Safety Office
have conducted a major amount of work to prepare our laboratories and classrooms for our students
and staff. This work is on-going and has involved a comprehensive approach towards a new way of
working for our colleagues and student alike. TU Dublin have also assisted our school with the development of policy documents to guide our practices and procedures. A major word of thanks must go
to all our staff (academics, support team, laboratory assistants and the Head of School—Dr Frank Cullen who’s collective work is really helping to keep our school operational and safe, we thank you all !!
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Suspected case/s of Corona Virus - What to do

(HSE advice)

The HSE offered the following advice for anyone with a suspected corona virus case:


Other employees can continue to work



Anyone that was in close contact with the suspected case - restrict movement



Ensure social distancing in the workplace 2 metres (6.5 feet) apart



Stagger breaks to ensure 2 metre distance

Follow HSE guidelines
DO
Wash your hands properly and often.
Cover your mouth and nose with a tissue or your sleeve when you cough and sneeze.
Put used tissues into a bin and wash your hands.
Clean and disinfect frequently touched objects and surfaces.
Avoid close contact with people - keep a distance of 2 metres between you and others.
Avoid crowded places, especially indoors.
Stay at home if you are sick to help stop the spread of whatever infection you may have.
DON’T
Do not touch your eyes, nose or mouth if your hands are not clean. Do not share objects that touch
your mouth – for example, bottles, cups. Do not shake hands.
See HSE You Tube video: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ztj7JhMt3Wc
If a case is confirmed contact tracing will be carried out by the HSE.
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Health, Safety and Wellbeing
Towards Covid 19 Resources for Students and Staff
In light of current public health guidelines, the School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology and TU
Dublin have worked to re-shape student timetables and to ensure access to as many campus facilities as possible for the new academic year. Our school recently welcomed back our returning and
new students, we will do everything we can to maximise the positives while keeping students and
staff safe. Our school will fully comply with the University’s Quality Assurance Framework to protect academic standards and to ensure the quality of our students’ qualifications and full recognition by regulatory bodies, professional associations, employers and other academic institutions.
TU Dublin informed us that the latest public health updates and TU Dublin updates are also available for students and staff at https://www.tudublin.ie/covid19/ under the following headings:
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Trusted sources of public health information



Returning Students



New Students



Updates for staff

Our new home ’Central Quad’ Grangegorman
New opportunities to get involved
The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology’s new home will be based in the ’Central Quad’
Grangegorman Campus (West Wing—see new photos below ) starting in 2021. Central Quad will contain the following specialised facilities for our students and staff [5 Hot Kitchens, 1 Product Development Kitchen, 2 Bakeries and 3 Pastry kitchens, 2 Restaurants, 1 Training Bar, 1 wine tasting laboratory
and a 150 seater Lecture Theatre & Demonstration kitchen. To find out more visit https://tudublin.ie/
explore/our-campuses/campus-development/grangegorman/current-projects/. Our school welcomes
all enquiries from food, beverage, hospitality, retail and service providing companies plus universities
and colleges to get involved. Please just contact our School Business Development Manager (Jackie
Rigney) email: Jackie.rigney@tudublin.ie Tel: 01-220 5992

School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology ‘Newsletter‘ Submissions (Next Issue): Please e-mail submissions for inclusion to: James.p.murphy@tudublin.ie Thank you !!
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Staff School Resources / School Restaurants & Bakery Shop
School Staff Resources: One Drive [Sharing Folder/s]
The School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology have recently begun the work of migrating dedicated staff resources on to

ONE DRIVE (within school colleagues shared folders) the following resources listed below are available for staff;


Recruitment: School electronic resources, presentation and marketing materials towards schools and industry
presentations by staff (please also just request access to hard copy materials, brochures, flyers, etc.).



Research & Dissertations: (New) School Harvard Referencing Guide, School Dissertations Handbook and schedules.



Covid 19: Temporary removal of assets doc, TU Policy Docs, Public Service Docs, Posters & Signage, PPE equipment.



Forms: equipment loans, consent forms, educational tours, dress code, use of facilities, risk assessment, GDPR,
H&S Training Policy for staff, Opening and Closing Procedures—Practical classes, SC7-Fitness to work, Garda Vetting,
Staff Meetings Ground Rules.



Allergens: training materials, students, TU Dublin Allergen Policy, banner allergen codes, student medical docs.



School Newsletters: All previous seasonal issues for reference and dissemination.



School events, photos, videos & development: all activities held via the school. (includes back years-archive photos)



SOPs (School Standard Operating Procedures): in accordance with Covid 19 guidelines.



Exams / Results: Boards, results, awards, supplementals, R10s etc.

School Restaurants and Bakery Shop
The school have two training restaurants based in TU Dublin, Cathal Brugha Street, The Blue Room and
The Green Room (see photos below), both are working classrooms designed in a restaurant setting .
The School of Culinary Arts and Food Technology would like to thank you for your support of our training restaurants and the culinary shop. We look forward to receiving your bookings and custom from
September 2020-onwards (accepting HSE guidelines on social distancing etc). We wish to remind you
that our Training Restaurants is a classroom environment and our primary objective is to facilitate student learning. Listed below are contact details you will require for bookings and orders in 2020.21
RESTAURANTS: Warren Mcelhone warren.mcelhone@tudublin.ie Lynsey White Lynsey.white@tudublin.ie James Sheridan james.sheridan@tudublin.ie
CULINARY BAKERY SHOP: Gary Poynton 01-4024532 gary.ponyton@tudublin.ie
SOCIAL MEDIA HANDLES:
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@tudublin_dining

#TUDublinfood

Photos take prior to HSE social
distancing guidelines.

Thank You ‘INSPIRED’ Friends of Culinary Arts

Gold Plaque Supporters
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Thank You ‘INSPIRED’ Friends of Culinary Arts
INSPIRED

Innovative Supporters of Professional Industry

Research, Education and Development.

Silver Plaque Supporter

Friends of Culinary Arts have assisted the School
to enhance our educational provision
The INSPIRED Friends of Culinary Arts Concept is
to develop a dialogue between the food and culinary Industry and the school to lead food innovation and the quality of the food offered in Ireland.

The entity: Support and assist the development
of the school for a better student experience and
learning outcomes through food industry stakeholders – food companies, operators, Food retail,
Artisan producers, Culinary professionals and Bord
Bia, etc. Inspired’s purpose is also to generate
funding and resources for the School through it’s

Trade Associations
On behalf of the School Management team we also
note the following Industry bodies and trade associations for the support provided to the School: EuroToques Ireland. Panel of Chefs. Irish Hotels Federation. Restaurant Association of Ireland. Licensed

connectivity with the food industry for the support of ingredients, facilities, bursaries, professorships, sponsorship, internships for students, expansion of subjects (e.g. Food Photography, Psy-

chology, Packaging, etc.), Inspirational tours and
to attract international speakers, demonstrations,

Vintners Association . Vintners Federation of Ireland.

develop proto-type production areas, bespoke

Irish Bakers Association (Formally FCBA). Irish Guild

courses for company specific training, working

of Sommeliers. Bartenders Association of Ireland.

with suppliers and growers.

Finally the School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology
achievements and on-going developments are only
possible through staff interactions with industry, stu-

dents and trade associations: We thank all staff and
our supporters for this excellent work, well done.

The schools current (See Gold and Silver Plaque
Supporters) INSPIRED Friends of Culinary Arts

supporters are leading the way to a great future
for it’s graduates.

School of Culinary Arts & Food Technology ‘Newsletter‘ Submissions (Next Issue): Please e-mail submissions for
inclusion to: James.p.murphy@tudublin.ie Thank you !!
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